
IMPORTANT CUSTOMER INFORMATION  
To minimise twisting and warping all Hutton garden furniture products should only be used on firm level ground.  
Softwood is a natural material which can twist and split during periods of wet/dry, hot/cold weather. If cracks do appear it is a 
natural occurrence and not a fault with the product or material. The best way to treat this is to use a cloth and rub a little PVA wood 
glue into the crack and once dry sand the area lightly. This will not affect the treatment of the product. If you wish to move this 
product once assembled please do not lift using the seat boards.  

 

Assembly Instructions 

CPM – Malvern Corner Planter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

1. Place the planters approximately the length of the seat boards apart. 
 

2. Screw pre-drilled 367mm seat block three rings down from the top to the planter you wish to 

make the extension/corner.   

3. Next place the 6 seat boards evenly spaced on the ledges of both planters. 
 

4. Screw the seat boards down into the planter ledges through the pre-drilled holes using the 
screws provided. 

 
 
Other Products in This Range 
 
            Windermere Planter Bench (WIN)   Hutton Corner Planter (HCP) 

 
 
  

 

List of parts and fixings--- 
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  3 x Planters 
  6 x Seat Boards  
24 x 60mm Screws 
  4 x 80mm Screws 
  1 x 367mm Seat Block 
 

 
  
   

6 x 60mm Screws 
  2 x 20mm Screws 

 

 
 
1 x 1000mm Rope 
1 x Cleat 
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